Idea

synchronous: all ops
coordinated by a central clock
digital: 0/1
Circuit symbol

Symbols

Boolean expression
Truth table
voltage-controlled switches

Switches: most basic element

NMOS

connect when V=V_{supply}/
gate =1

PMOS

connect when V = 0V / gate=0

CMOS Transistors |
complementary metal-oxide on
semiconductor

CMOS inverter
Logic Gates

Basic

consist of a NMOS and a PMOS

NAND
NOR

Completeness of Functionality

least gates to use
how to transfer

Truth table <-> Boolean
function(algebra) <-> Logic
gates diagram

Implementing a desired logic
function

Boolean Laws

sum of products SOP
product of sum
K-map

look at 1
look at 0

get SOP of POS from k-map
many input, but only select
one
Multiplexer

SRAM vs DRAM
temporal locality
spatial locality
if a copy of location in memory
in cache

ex: PC update +4
one input, many output, only 1
output assert

Basic Components
Decoder

data are stored at an address
that is divisible by 4

no need to store last 2 bit

Idea

Cache Tags

tag is the address of that data in
memory

logic circuit

logic circuit

Word alignment
ex: write port for a register file

Valid bit: whether this tag is valid

decode+additional input line

hit rate

the `data` input can be viewed
as `Enabled` when the input
data is 1

Demultiplexer

miss rate
miss penalty

components

hit time

1-bit logic unit

metrics
hit detection + data transfer

time for a hit
miss penalty

AMAT average memory access
time

AMAT = time for a hit + miss
rate * miss penalty

n in, 2^n out

1 AND

1 OR

1 multiplexer

operation 0/1 controls the output
> AND/OR
input

1-bit adder

a, b, CarryIn

output

Sum, CarryOut

Basic ALU

cache hits
cache miss

operations

support
substraction

normal one
1 Transistors and Logic Gates
| Synchronous Digital System

refill cache from memory
compare all 4 tags

Combinational, output only
related to input

support NOR,
NAND

chain this

subsraction: ALU0: Binvert
CarryIn both set to 1

32-bit ALU

based on

16 bytes = 4 blocks*1 word each
idea: test a-b<0

Tags only have even number
words <- block in pairs

0 for Less for upper 31 bits ALU

ALU
Basic Cache design

last 3 bit of address always 000

ALU support SLT
signbit from the adder of the
MSB(set) connect to less for
LSB

hit: if hit for either word in block

final output: result31.. result0

32 bytes = 4 blocks*2 words
each

NOT result0 AND NOT result 1...
AND NOT result 31

idea: test a-b=0

save more comparators

Less LSB is 1 if a-b<0, sign bit is
1, negative

ALU support Branching

Logic Circuits

more sets

two set cache

NOT(result0+...+result31)

3 Cache

block: memory and cache block
have same size. Unit for the
transfer

computer-org-hardware

# memory block >> # cache
blocks

whole ALU control lines
Flip-Flop Operation

size of index: log_2^{number of
sets}

index
tag
word offset
byte offset within block

tag | set index | word offset |
byte offset(00)

Accumulator Timing

which cache set

which word in that cache block

level sensitive storage element

Flip-flops

sequence

1/{ComLogic Delay + Setup
Time + CLK-to-Q delay}

maximum clock frequency

Latch

General types

which block in that cache set

input must be stable around the
rising edge of the clock

Flip-Flop Timing

delay elements(flip-flops)

size of tag = address size - size
of index - log_2^{number of
bytes per block}

edge triggered

edge triggered storage element
no timing control, sensitive to
inputs at all times

which byte in that block
Processor address fields
characteristic table

each block 4 bytes
6 bit address > 2^6 bytes = 16
words = 16 memory blocks

ex: 6-bit memory address
NOR gate version

4 cache blocks, 4 bytes per
block, 2 bits for byte offset
address in memory =
tag+index+offset

next state equation / char..
equation
state diagram

Simple S-R Latch

6.23

mapping from cache to memroy
way: how many places in a set

Sequential | FSM | Finite state
machine, output related to input
and previous state

N-way set associative | #sets =
#blocks/N, N comparators

characteristic table
Storage Cells

NAND gate version
next state equation

go through each tag, make sure
find corresponding word and
output

procedure

gated s-r latch

fully associative | no set, one
comparator for one block

example 6.28
Gates Latches

index find block
one tag in that block. make sure
find corresponding word(for
multiword-block)

Associativity

procedure

gates d latch | transparent latch

Synchronous logic circuits
approaches

example 6.30

04040404 Ping pong

inside structure

direct mapped |
one block for one
set, only one
comparator | N is 1

output
drawback

negative-edge-triggered
D Flip-flops

size of cache = #sets *
associativity(#ways)

positive-edge-triggered
> Properties
ex: registers, counters, memory

cost of miss vs cost of
implementation
hardware keeps track of access
history
record which one is recently
used

for 2-way SA cache, need one
bit for LRU replacement

two gated D latches

register files RW

Choice?

Properties
LRU Least Recently Used

Cache replacement

read: two mux(as wide as
register size)
write: decoder generate a signal
for which to write

the data path does an
instruction in one clock cycle
each data path element can only
do one function at a time
IM need memory, but no
change, just use combinational
circuit

Random Replacement
Instruction Fetching

PC sequential
Needs: PC, Adder, IM
read two registers
R instructions

arithmetic/logical operation
write to result register
Needs: Registers, ALU
read register
calculate address

load/store instructions (I)
Instruction Cases

load/store
Needs: data memory unit, sign
extension unit
read register operands
compare them
sign-extend
calculate target address

shift left 2 spaces
PC+4 + that offset

branch (I)
2 Datapath | elements that
process data and addresses
in the CPU
R format/load/store datapath

Needs: registers, sign extend,
shift, adder, ALU
Idea: allow two sources for the
input to ALU; allow two sources
for data stored into the register
file
use multiplexers

ainvert1 binvert1 operation2

2bit ops

00 AND; 01 OR; 10 ADD; 11
Less

AND, OR: R format
CPU control. Use multiplexer for crossing

Add: R + load/store
Subtract: R + branch equal
ALU control

instruction cases use ALU
functions

ALUOp + function field = ALU
control signals

7 Control Signals

set-on-less-than: R format
NOR: for other instructions

